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“WHERE AM I?” HE ASKS
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They talk to devices and the devices talk back…. 
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story adapted from: http://www.creatinglifelonglearners.com/
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TALKIN’ ‘BOUT MY 
GENERATION

https://youtu.be/4f16o9Q0XGE?t=40s


TALKIN’ ‘BOUT MY 
GENERATION

• Historically, the workplace consisted of 
two groups: the old-timers and the 
know-it-all, young hotshots.

• Today, the workplace mix is a lot more 
complicated. For the first time in history, 
there are five generations working side 
by side: the Silent Generation, Baby 
Boomers, Generation X, Generation Y, 
and the Millennials.



WHAT GENERATIONS?

Baby 
Boomers –
(1943-1964)

Generation 
X – (1965-

1976)

Generation 
Y – (1977-

1994)

Millennials
– (1994 - )

Silent 
Generation –

born during the 
Great 

Depression and 
WWII (1925-

1942)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The "Lucky Few became the first American generation smaller than the one before them, and the luckiest generation of Americans ever. As children they experienced the most stable intact parental families in the nation’s history. Lucky Few women married earlier than any other generation of the century and helped give birth to the Baby Boom, yet also gained in education compared to earlier generations. Lucky Few men made the greatest gains of the century in schooling, earned veterans benefits like the Greatest Generation but served mostly in peacetime with only a fraction of the casualties, came closest to full employment, and spearheaded the trend toward earlier retirement. More than any other generation, Lucky Few men advanced into professional and white-collar jobs while Lucky Few women concentrated in mostly pink collar work. Even in retirement and old age the Lucky Few remain in the right place at the right time".http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silent_Generation



THE CHALLENGE
“Training multigenerational workforces 
is an art in itself. Young workers want 
to make a quick impact, the middle 
generation needs to believe in the 
mission, and older employees don’t 
like ambivalence. Your move.”

⁻ Harvard Business School “Working 
Knowledge” Newsletter - April 17, 2006: 
“Can you manage different generations?”



ESTABLISH A NEED 
ANALYSIS FOR TRAINING

MULTI GENERATIONAL 
TRIVIA



DEVELOP A TRAINING 
OBJECTIVE

7 HABITS OF HIGHLY 
EFFECTIVE PEOPLE



OPERATIONAL RISK MANAGEMENT (ORM)
A SYSTEMATIC PROCESS

4 Principles

Accept no unnecessary risk.
Anticipate and manage risk by planning.
Make risk decisions at the right level. 
Accept risks when benefits outweigh the 

costs.

3 Levels
Time Critical
Little time, done on the run, applied to control hazards introduced by 
unexpected events and changes to the plan.

Deliberate
Pre-mission planning, time available for planning, recorded on
paper.

In Depth
Long term process with extensive research and planning

1. Identify
Hazards

2. Assess
Hazards

3. Make Risk
Decisions

4. Implement
Controls

5. Supervise

5 Steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ORM 5-4-3We will go in detail on each but here is the whole concept.  Remember the 4 principles are the foundation of ORM.What is our mitigation strategy to combat the causal factors that lead to degraded/failed mission, injury to force or self?Operational Risk Management is the process, when applied, leads to more effective mission success, reduction in loss to force and self. 



DELIVER PEER TRAINING

7 STEPS OF LOCKOUT 
TAGOUT TRAINING



OSHA EIGHT STEP LOTO



OSHA EIGHT STEP LOTO
2ND STEP LOTO



OSHA EIGHT STEP LOTO
STEP #2 ACTIVITY

• “There is a man who is scared to go 
home because there is another man 
waiting for him with a mask on”



OSHA EIGHT STEP LOTO
5TH STEP VERIFY, VERIFY, VERIFY



ACTIVITY 5: MATH 
PROBLEMS 

1. 12 = 3X
2. X - 7 = -10
3. -14  = B + 6
4. 3A + 17= 28
5. -6C – 33 = 3

60 seconds to 
answer 5 simple 
single variable 
math problems

Each incomplete 
or wrong answer 
will result in a $2 
fine, which will 
then be paid to 
the presenter 



MATH PROBLEMS 
• Answers:

1. X = 4
2. X = -3
3. B = -20
4. A = 11/3
5. C = -6



EVALUATE AND CONDUCT A 
TRANSFERANCE OF KNOWLEDGE 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/OSC18TRAINING



ZIP GRADE REPORT



EVALUATE TRAINING USING 
THE KIRKPATRICK MODEL

 Level I – Reaction 
Correlation Enjoyment and Retention
Likert Scale using 1 to 5

 Level II – Learning
Educainment – Content Learned
Pre and Post Testing

 Level III – Behavior (measured)
 Learning Transferred and Effective
 Timing of Evaluations

 Level IV - Results 
Safety, Quality, Cost, Productivity
Metrics



1. Understand work styles. Baby Boomers 
don’t like to be micromanaged, while 
Gen Y’ers and Millennials crave specific, 
detailed instructions about how to do 
things and are used to hovering 
authorities.

TRAINING DESIGN TIP #1



2. Consider generational values. Each 
generation is protecting a distinct set of 
values, and conflict may threaten these 
values. For example, Baby Boomers 
value teamwork, cooperation, and buy-
in, while Gen X’ers prefer to make a 
unilateral decision and move on—
preferably solo.

TRAINING DESIGN TIP #2



3. Share perceptions. When employees of 
two or more generations are involved in 
a workplace conflict, they can learn a 
great deal by sharing their perceptions. 
A Baby Boomer may find the lack of 
formality and manners of a Gen Y’er
offensive, while a Gen Y’er may feel 
“dissed” when this older employee fails 
to respect his or her opinions and 
input.

TRAINING DESIGN TIP #3



4. Find a generationally appropriate fix. 
You can’t change people’s life 
experiences, but you can work with the 
set of workplace attitudes and 
expectations that result. If there is a 
knowledgeable Boomer who is 
frustrated by the lack of experience of a 
Gen Y’er, coupled with his or her sense 
of entitlement, turn the Boomer into a 
mentor.

TRAINING DESIGN TIP #4



5. Find commonality. Gen Y employees tend 
to value security and stability. Boomers 
resist change. But both crave training and 
development. Gen X and Gen Y employees 
place a high value on workplace flexibility 
and work-life balance. Boomers and 
Millennials are most comfortable with 
diversity and alternative lifestyles. Gen Y 
and Millennials are technologically adept 
and committed to socially responsible 
policies.

TRAINING DESIGN TIP #5



6. Learn from each other. Each generation 
has valuable lessons to teach the next. 
Boomers have a wealth of knowledge and 
tricks of the trade that younger workers 
need. Gen X employees are widely known 
for their fairness and mediation abilities. 
Gen Y workers are technology wizards. 
And Millennials hold clues to future 
workplace, marketing, and business 
trends.

TRAINING DESIGN TIP #6



PARTING THOUGHT
“It saddens me that…[co-workers are] labeling people…I 
know Boomers who are more hip than Millennials and 
Gen Xers that should have grown up at the turn of the 
20th century.

Let’s do this instead . . .

We should value the diverse experience, culture, 
background and age of everyone we work with. Learn 
who they are as people first versus categorizing them 
into some box that we think makes it convenient.”

Steve Browne, 

HR Director for LaRosa’s Pizza

https://youtu.be/4f16o9Q0XGE?t=16m9s
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